
Huawei Enterprise to Demonstrate Container Data Center at CeBIT 2012

Gurgaon, Wednesday, 29st, February, 2012: Aiming towards providing better value for its
enterprise set of customers focus, Huawei Enterprise, a global ICT solutions provider is demonstrating
container data center solution at CeBIT – one of the biggest global ICT, exposition happening at
Germany’s Hanover between 6 th and 10th March, 2012. This Huawei Enterprise container data center
demonstration will happen outside Hall 13/12.

Bringing unique flexibility of operations and faster return on investment opportunity for enterprise
customers, Huawei’s Container Data Center solution presents an ideal opportunity for enterprise
customers to reduce on their CapEx and OpEx while at the same time optimize on the data center
capabilities.
  
“Today’s enterprise customers are looking at future-ready IT solutions and this concept of Container
Data Center is quite unique and futuristically placed to help them gain on that much needed flexibility
and is immensely beneficial for the enterprise customers. As part of this container data center, an
enterprise customer gets complete package of centralized power supply, environment security
monitoring and remote control of container environment. This way enterprise gains on the flexibility
and increases on its performance,” explains, Eric Yu, President, Huawei Enterprise.
  
At a time when a number of enterprise IT decision makers in segments such as manufacturing, ITES,
healthcare, or telecom are looking at increasing their operating efficiencies at multiple levels, container
data center solution is ideally poised to help enterprise gain more from their IT investments.
  
As part of this participation, Huawei Enterprise is set to showcase its horizontal solutions of Cloud
Computing, Telepresence, Enterprise Network solutions and vertical solutions comprising of Intelligent
Video Surveillance, eEducation, Remote Banking, Smart Governance, Intelligent Transport System and
Smart Grid solutions.
  
Spread across an extensive 1000 square meter space, Huawei Enterprise CeBIT showcase is based at
Hall 13, C23 which will deliver an ideal opportunity for enterprise customers to experience next
generation ICT capabilities in a better way. 
  
About Huawei
 
Huawei is a leading global information and communications technology (ICT) solutions provider.
Through its dedication to customer-centric innovation and strong partnerships, the company has
established end-to-end advantages in telecom networks, devices and cloud computing. Huawei is
committed to creating maximum value for telecom operators, enterprises and consumers by providing
competitive solutions and services. Huawei’s products and solutions have been deployed in over 140
countries, serving more than one third of the world’s population.  
  
 Huawei's vision is to enrich life through communication. By leveraging on the experience and expertise
in the ICT sector, the company is helping towards bridging the digital divide by providing opportunities
to enjoy broadband services, regardless of geographic location. Today, India is Huawei’s second largest
market outside of China with an employee base of over 6,500 employees across the length and breadth
of the country. 


